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Tradency Launches "Sherpa" - the automated CRM 

platform for brokers  

Tradency is broadening its B2B fintech offering by presenting FX brokers a 

broker-centric, automated customer retention solution. 

 

November 10, 2016 – Tradency, a global Fintech company focusing on product 

development and advanced services to financial institutions since 2005, announced 

today the launch of the Sherpa. Tradency’s automated CRM is designed to meet the 

unique requirements of businesses that serve retail traders and empowers them to 

provide better client lifecycle management. Sherpa is built to enable marketers to 

identify and support traders in a systematic and automated way from acquisition 

through retention. 

 

Sherpa maps, manages and measures interaction with traders across their entire 

life-cycle and key touch-points like demo, deposits, trades & losses. Brokers define 

their critical business objectives (e.g. volume growth, conversion improvement, 

churn) and use pre-set, automated campaigns to reach them. Sherpa’s data-based 

retention methodology is systematic and optimizes to brokers unique clientele. 

 

Dr. Anna Becker, Tradency's Head of the Automat CRM Department explains further 

about the service: “Current trader retention efforts are challenging because they are 

sporadic, inconsistent and costly.  Sherpa changes all that – and the economics of 

broker retention. With smart automation, brokers deliver consistent, timely and 

effective campaigns to their traders – improving trading volume, lifespan and value.” 

 

Sherpa is a broker-centric solution that is tailored to specific industry initiatives, 

dynamics and challenges. Following early customer retention uplift, Sherpa is 

officially launching its broker automated CRM suite at the coming Finance Magnates 

London Summit. Come meet us at booth # 49. 

 

 

 

http://www.tradency.com/
http://www.tradency.com/sherpa
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About Tradency 

Tradency is a pioneering financial technology provider, focusing on B2B product 

development and advanced services for retail investors and retail traders. Tradency 

has been successfully providing automatic trading and advised investment platforms 

used by millions of end users globally. By deploying Tradency’s B2B business models, 

financial institutions around the world, license and market Tradency’s revolutionary 

financial technology, creating new market trends and business opportunities. 

Tradency invented the Mirror Trading concept in early 2005, creating a bank grade 

trading service that provides retail traders with valuable, professional knowledge and 

automatic trading strategy implementation. Since early 2015, Tradency is leveraging 

its success by bringing its established technology to provide financial institutions with 

a full stack digital investment ecosystem to serve the fast growing global robo 

advisory market and end-to-end, frontend & backend solutions for cross assets 

markets. Tradency is active in all 5 continents and has a prominent presence in 

Japan.   

For more information, please visit www.tradency.com 
 
 

http://www.tradency.com/

